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About This Game

Reality Incognita is a first person adventure game, done in a style of old adventure games: with static screens and basic
animation, it has both horror and comedy elements, full voiceover, and many comic style cutscenes.

THIS IN AN EARLY ACCESS VERSION WITH LIMITED CONTENT:

CURRENTLY GAME HAS ABOUT HALF OF STORY CONTENT AND ALMOST ALL GAME AREAS.

Peri Res has woken up unexpectedly in a place that resembles anything but her daily routine. Upon closer inspection she
discovers it’s an eerie space vessel bound for the unknown. Finding out why her current predicament is happening sets out to be

our protagonist primary goal. The quest to determine and discover forthcoming events is unfortunately riddled with suspense
and many dangers wait. To make matters worse the ship is constantly being sabotaged and her efforts are proving ever more
difficult. Time is not on her side as she races to find out why she has been brought to this strange and vast spacefaring vessel.

Our story will dabble in humor at times, with many twists and turns that are sure to keep even the most demanding adventures
satisfied. Be prepared for a thrilling experience that is sure to keep you guessing with an engaging narrative and tons of

surprises. You are going to be on the edge of your seat from start to finish.
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Title: Reality Incognita
Genre: Adventure, Early Access
Developer:
Dire Boar Games
Publisher:
Dire Boar Games
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8/ Windows 10

Processor: 1.8GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: Mac not supported

English,Russian
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Reality Incognita development update (March 20, 2017):
UPDATE: A patch for demo planned to be released within one week.
Demo 0.7.4.1: will have a few bugs fixed, one more cutscene and - rejoice, achievements!. Game Beta will be released in a
week!:
Hello everyone who follows Reality Incognita.
Me and my beta-tester have done of immense work to find and fix many bugs. By now, we eliminated all bugs that could
prevent from finishing the game, as well as we fixed all issues where items could be taken more then once, or places where
game room objects appeared when they shouldn't.

What remains, is some minor things, like mistypes in conversations, or a few incorrectly working conversation links. Unless
there will be something I don't expect in real life, I will release the Beta by the end of this month, in a week.

We will do our best to finalize Russian translation by same date.

After the release of Beta, the price will raise to 5$ by USA standards.

Important:
We still haven't checked for compatibility with Mac though, so Mac users still should wait for a confirmation.. A patch will be
released in a few days:
I found a few weird bugs that were missed earlier. I am fixing them now, and want to release a patch fixing them in a few days.
I also will add two hidden achievements.. An interview with me is now on NeoCrisis!:
I have given an interview on a website called NeoCrisis. Those who want to know more about me, can now follow the link!

http://www.neocrisis.com/interviews/game-interviews/10000-reality-incognita-interview. Found more bugs in last version,
making fixes now.:
Hello,
When adding new content, I found more bugs in current version.
First, Russian conversations weren't translated correctly.
Second, there is a bug with conversation that starts when entering the kitchen.

I promise to fix both, as soon as it's possible, before going back to adding new content.. Patch 0.8.0.1 (Updated: October 20,
2017):
Last fixes:
1) Two new hidden achievements added.
2) Voiceover from leaving dark room was read after opening each door, again and again - fixed.
3) No cutscenes for quick radiation pod death (two variants) were missing, now added.
4) After loading the game or just pressing "resume", sometimes door opening animation is played - fixed.
5) Incorrect voiceover for some of death messages - fixed.
6) Another death message crashes the game - fixed.
7) Some sounds or voiceovers are played twice - fixed
8) Various bugs with timers - fixed
9) Added more places where control is temporarily disabled.

For the upcoming patch 0.8.0.2:

1) One more cutscene (two variants) for one missing death movie - video was missing, now ordered from artist.

If you find more bugs, report them in Discussions:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/604550/discussions/0/. Need to postpone by one more day:
I found out, that one of in-game conversations hasn't been fully translated. I want to fix this last (hopefully) issue. As I said, I
prefer to take more time, but make the game as flawless as I can.. Patch 0.8.0.2 (Updated: October 27, 2017):
1) One more cutscene (two variants) for one missing death movie - fixed.
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2) Videos volume was impossible to change - fixed, now same as voice volume.

3) When opening doors, controls are now disabled for about a second, without it, player could move too fast between areas and
it caused some scripts to work incorrectly.

4) The right door in Kitchen area is interact-able only in generic 1600x900 resolution - fixed.

Now I'll concentrate on update 0.9 that will have a major content addition, and will be treated as Beta.. Early Access: Reality
Incognita Alpha is released!:
The time has come, Reality Incognita Early Access is finally here!
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